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0. Introduction 
This paper deals with necessary optimality conditions for time delay 
systems with fixed final state and pointwise control restrictions. 
Since the state of a time delay system is given by a function 
segment, the end condition is infinite dimensional. This causes 
particular difficulties (see the surveys [1,2] and also the more 
recent paper [7]). In the presence of pointwise control restrictions, 
as considered here, only Bien and Chyung [3] have established the 
existence of non-trivial Lagrange multipliers for systems with a 
single constant delay. However, they have to impose a very strict 
a-priori condition on the optimal solution. In particular, the 
number m of control inputs must be not less than the dimension n of 
the phase space. This latter condition appears also in non-linear 
problems with energy constrained controls [7]. 
We shall deal with the relaxed problem in the sense of Warga. In 
terms of the original problem this means that the end condition has 
to be satisfied with arbitrary accuracy (see [12,4]). This relaxa- 
tion of the problem allows to treat a much broader class of systems 
where the condition m ~ n may not be satisfied. 
For a detailed study of relaxed controls we refer to warga's book 
[12], in particular to the heuristic discussion in Chapter III and 
to the exact definition and characterization of the set of relaxed 
controls in sections IV. I and 2. 
This paper is built up as follows: In section I first the existence 
of non-trivial Lagrange multipliers (io,i) £ R+×(wn'~[-h,O]) ~ is 
established. Then it is shown, that in the case of re@ular reach- 
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ability, 1 can be identified with an element of W n'~ [-h,O]. 
This regularizatlon of the Laqranae multiplier is the key for the 
proof of a global, pointwise maximum principle and constitutes the 
main result of this paper. The maximum PrinciPle is formulated with- 
out proof (compare [6]). 
In section 2, reaular reachability is characterized for linear re- 
laxed systems. Reqularity turns out to be a Generic property of 
those trajectories leadina to interior Points of the reachable set. 
The consequences for the validity of the maximum Drinciple are dis- 
cussed. 
Notation and Conventions 
cn[a,b] is the Banach space of continuous functions on [a,b] with 
values in R n. For 1& p&c~ , Wn'D[a,b] is the Sobolev space of 
absolutely continuous functions x:[a,b]--,R n with derivative 
~ L~[a,b], that is with p-inteqrable, renD. essentially bounded 
derivative. ~ The norm in the Banach sDace Wn'D[a,b] is qiven by 
Uxll:=l(x(a) ,l~X~IL )~ , where ~ - I denotes the Euclidean norm in 
. n n R n+1. Wn'P[a,b] ~s identified in the canonical way with R xL [a,b]. 
The topological dual of a Banach space X is denoted by X . For a sub- 
set A C R n ~A is the characteristic function of A, int A is its 
interior and coA its convex hull; for ~> o, int~A is the set of 
all points in intA having at least distance ~ to the boundary of A. 
For the compact subset /~ c R m of control values, ~ denotes the set 
of relaxed controls v defined on the fixed time interval T:=[to,tl] 
with values in the set rpm(/l) of Radon probability measures on ~I 
(see ~12]). Relaxed controls v satisfy the following weak measur- 
ability requirement: 
t, ;c(v(t)) := ~c~)v(t)(d~) 
is measurable for each continuous function c:~---~R. For f satisfying 




I. Re~ularization of Laaranae Multinliers 




(1.1) X (t)=f(xt,v(t) ,t) 
(I 2) = %' 
• Xto 
(1.3) v ~ ~, 
(1.4) xt1= ~I' 
where x t (s) :=x(t+s) e R n for 
G(X,V) 
s ~ [-h,o] 
g:RnxRmxT---~R, f:cn[-h,o] xRmxT---~R n, and 
h is the lenqth of the time delay. 




and ozh ~, tl-h>to, 
~o" ~I ~ Cn[-h'O] are ~iven. 
The following theorem contains conditions on the problem data im- 
plyinq that this problem is well-defined. It establishes necessary 
optimality conditions. 
Theorem I Let (x°,v °) be an optimal solution of Problem (P), where 
we assume that the followinq assumptions are satisfied: 
(a) f and q are jointly continuous in the first two arauments and 
measurable in the third; the Fr~chet derivatives Dlf(~ ,~,t) 
and D1g(y,~,t) with respect to the first argument exist and are con- 
tinuous in (~ ,~,t) and (y,w), resDectively; 
(b) for each relaxed control v 6~ , there is a unique solution x(v) 
of (1.1) and (1.2) with x(v)~T ~wn'~(T) deDendina in a conti- 
nuously Fr~chet differentiable way on v £~ ; 
(c) consider the linearized relaxed system 
o o (xt,v(t)-v°(t) t) a.e.t~T z(t) = D1f(xt,v (t) ,t)zt+f 
(1.5) 
Z t = O 
O 
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The attainable set ~ defined by 
:= {~wn'~[-h,o]: there is v~ ~ s.t. the trajectory 
z(v) of (1.5) satisfies z(v) tl 
has a non-empty interior. 
Under these assumptions, there are non-trivial Laaranae multipliers 
(Io,i) • R+x(wn'~[-h,o])~ s.t. 
G(x°,v-v°)+l(z(v)tl)>~ o for all v e (1.6) IoDIG (xO,vO) z (V) +io 
This theorem is a consequence of [5,Theorem 1.3] and the chain rule. 
Remark I: See [8] for results on the existence of unique solutions 
for time delay equations on closed intervals. Differentiability of 
the trajectory x(v) with reenact to relaxed controls v can be analyzed 
using the results in [12, section II.3]. 
Remark 2: Observe that for the linearization of the relaxed system 
no differentiation with respect to ~ ~ ~ is needed. 
Theorem I is only a preliminary result. The optimality condition 
(1.6) involves the La~ranae multiplier 1=(11,12 ) ~ (W n'~[-h,O]) ~= 
n n ~h, o]) ~ R x(L . . The dual space of L~ is very complicated and 12 
may not be identifiable with a real function. Thus further analysis 
and a certain regularity assumption are required in order to show 
that 12 can be identified with an element of L:[-h,o] ~ (L~Fh,o]) ~ 
The following notion will be crucial: 
Definition: Suppose x ° is a trajectory satisfying (1ol)-(1.3). Then 
~1 e W n'" ~h,oJ is called regularly reachable with x ° iff ~i=x~i 
and there is a neiahbourhood V of o ~ R n s.t. 
(1.7) V~- ~i (t-tl) + colf(xt,~,t) :~e~ } a.e. te [tl-h,tl]. 
o is reached x is called a reaular trajectory, iff X~l 
regularly with x °. 
Observe that ~I (t-tl)=f(x~ "v°(t)'t) a.e. t 6 [t 1-h,t I] for a 
rel~xed control v°6~ . Furthermore 
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Thus regular teachability means that ~1 is reachable with x ° and 
that a uniform neiqhbourhood of __~1(t'tl) is contained in the set 
of relaxed velocity vectors, if the system at time t is in the state 
O X t • 
Regular reachabillty is investiqated in section 2. 
Now we can derive the result on regularization of Laqranae multipliers. 
Theorem 2: If x ° is a regular trajectory, the assertion of Theorem I 
holds with (io,i)6 R+xwn'~[-h,o]. 
Proof: Let loe R+ and 1=(11,12 ) e (wn'O"[-h,o])~=Rnx(~[-h,o]) ~ be 
the Lagrange multipliers existing by Theorem I. We show that there 
is a dense subsDace E, of L~[-h,o] such that 121E . is continuous 
with L1-norm on E~. Then 121E~ can be extended to a continuous 
' n[-h,o] which by duality of L I and L~ can linear functional 12 on L I 
he identified with an element of L n[-h,o]. Since 12 and i~ are cor- 
n tinuous on L~[-h,o] and coincide on the dense subsDace E~ , they 
coincide on Ln[-h,o]. 
Thus 
1 (z (v) tl )=1 Iz (v,t l-h) +12 (z (v) tl ) =1 lz (V,tl-h)+i~ (z (v) tl ) 
=(11,1 ~) (z(v) tl), 
and the theorem is proven. 
We first construct E 
Consider the subsDace S~Ln[tl-h,tl] of simple functions. By [9, 
Theorem 11.35], S is dense in L n[tl-h,tl ] and hence also in 
 . Etl-h,tl]. 
For p=1,oo define 
~p:L; [tl-h,t ~ ,L;[-h,o] 
as the continuous linear mad associatin~ with each ye L n " , where p xt I 
x is the (unique) solution of 
x(t)=D1f(xt,v°(t) ,t)xt+Y(t) a.e. t ~ [tl-h,t 1] xtl , _h =O • 
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Then ~D is an isomorphism and it follows that 
Ep:= ~p(S) 
is dense in Ln[-h,o], p=l ~. p 
For e e E , there is a unique s ~ S with 
(I.81 e= ~(s)= ~1(s)" 
We can write s as 
k 
s(t)=~-- ~ Sis XAI(t)Y j (t), t E [tl-h,tl] , 
i=I J=l 
where {Ai} is a measurable decomnosition of [tl-h,tl] , sij e R 
and Yi: [tl-h,t I]_ ~R n are constant functions havin~ value 0 in all 
J components Y=ij for j~l and y_..jj > o. 
We can choose yj such that +__ yj (t) • V, where V is a neiahbourhood 
of Of R n satisfyin~ (1.7) . 
Thus there are vj--~6~ s.t. for a.e. 
( I  .9)  
t e [tl-h,tl] 
x °,vj + (t) -v ° (t) ,t) yj (t) =f ( t 
-yj (tl =~ (xt,v ~ (t)-v ° (t) ,tl 
÷ 
Let si] :=max(o,+sij) Then for t & [tl-h,tl] 
k n 
+ - Ct)] , S V, (1.10) s(t)=~--i=l 9 =1~- XAi(t)[ ij_H(t)-sij (t) yj 
and since ~1 is an isomorohism, 
( I  . 11 )  
llellL1 ) o Implies for j=1 .... n 
k + _ k + _ 
II ~ ,XA i Csij+sijlll~l= ~ "~h ) c'%9+~ij) ;o 
Define for i=1,...,k, j=l .... n, 
v;(t) 
+ 
(1.121 w[j ,= v°(t) 
+ wi i E ~ by 
for 
teA. 1 
t~ T~A.. 1 
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Taking together 
12(e) = 12(~i (s)) 
(1.8)-(I-Io) and (1.12), we find 
+ o + =j~=1 i=I sij (12 6 ~i ) (f(xt,Wij (t)-v° (t),t),£ , [tl-h, tl] ) 
n k 
+ ~ Z sij (12°~I) ((f(xt,wij (t) -v° (t) ,t) ,t e [tl-h,t I] )). j=1 i--I 
By definition of ~I 
o + ~I ((f(xt'w[j (t)--vO(t) 't) "t e [tl-h,tl] )) 
• + = z (w[j) t I 
where z is the solution of the linearized system (1.5). 
The variation of constants formula [8, Chapter 6, Theorem 2.1 ] 
implies 
+ 
for a constant c > o o 
Apply Theorem I 2 nk 
which is independent of e. 
times in order to obtain 
n k + ~ + + o 
12(e) ~>- j~1"= i=I ~- sij loD IG(xOv O) z(wlj),loG(x O,wij-v ) 
z + el I (wij ,tl-h) } 
.11 z ,tl-h) } 
'= i=1 (sij+Sij) ~(A i) 
for a constant c I > o. This follows from (1.13) and the 
properties of G. 
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By (1.11) this last expression conver~es to O for tie IILi >o. 
The same argument for -e Droves that 12(e)--~o 
Thus Theorem 2 is proven. 
for ae ~L~ o. 
[] 
Remark 3: The proof is based on an idea in [11]. 
Using this theorem, a Dointwise alobal maximum principle for Problem 
(P) can be proven. It exDIoits the abstract ontimality condition in 
Theorem I. We restrict ourselves to its formulation, since the 
proof involves only standard, although lengthy arguments (Compare [6]). 
We need a functional representation for D1f. By the Riesz theorem, 
there is a measurable nxn-matrlxfunction ~ defined on Tx ~o-h,tl] 
s.t. for all x~cn[to-h,tl ] 
s 
D1f(X°s,V°(S),S)Xs= ~ dt~(s,t)x(t), 
to-h 
seT, 
and ~(-,s) of bounded variation, left continuous on 
~s_~t~t I . (s,t)=o for t o 
(t O-h,s) and 
Corollar[ (Maximum Principle) Under the assumptions of Theorem I, 
let (x°,v °) be an optimal solution. If x ° is a resular trajectory, 
there are non-trivial Laaran~e multipliers (lo,11,12) ~ R+xRnxL~n[-h,o], 
such that the adjoint variable ~aL~(T) defined by 
- tl f 11' t "[to'tl-h] "~(t)=-lo 1D1 g(x °(s),v °(s),s)ds-t[ ~(s,t)~(s)ds - 
t 2 (t-tl) ,t e(5-h,~] 
satisfies the maximum condition 
o o -log(X°(t) ,v°(t) ,t)+ ~(t) f (xt,v (t) ,t) 
-log(X°(t),~,t)+~(t)f(xt,~,t) for all ~e~ , a.e. taT. 
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Remark 4: For h=o, the assertion reduces to Pontryaain's maximum 
principle for ordinary differential equations. 
Remark 5: In special cases, one can easily construct the functional 
representation 
Remark 6: With respect to the adjoint variable ~, the non-triviality 
condition reads as follows: 
n n (o,o,o)~(i o, ~(tl-h), ~I[tl-h,tl] ) e R+xR xL~[tl-h,tl] . 
Remark 7: On [to,tl-h], ~ can be identified with a function of 
bounded variation [7,Remark 3.3]. In the case of con~ant delays, 
is even absolutely continuous on [to,tl-h ]. 
2. Regular Reachabilitv 
The maximum principle holds if ~I is reached regularly with the op- 
timal trajectory x ° . Kowevem~ we do not know when this assumption is 
satisfied. In fact, 15] contains an example of a scalar optimal 
control problem where ~I is not reached regularly with the optimal 
trajectory x ° and the maximum Drinciole is not satisfied. Thus the 
assumption of regularity is crucial. 
In this section, we investigate reaular reachability for the follow- 
ing class of linear relaxed systems (with performance index as in 
Problem (P)): 
(2.1) X (t) =L (t) xt+b (V (t)) a.e.t~T, 
(2.2) Xto= ~o" 
(2.3) V ~, 
(2.4) xt1= ~I' 
where ~o' ~I and ~are as in (1.2)-(1.4), L is a measurable mad 
from T into the space of bounded linear maos from C n [-h,o] into R n 
with ess sup ~IL(t)a < O~ , and b: ~--~R n is continuous. 
t~T 
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RemarkS: The set of trajectories of the relaxed system (2.1),(2.3) 
coincides with the set of trajectories of the followin~ system with 
ordinary controls: 
x(t)=L(t)xt+u(t) a.e. t ~ T, 
where u:T--)co b(/l) is measurable (compare [12, Theorem IV.3.2] 
and ~, Satz 2.5J). Thus the reachability theories for this 
system and (2.1), (2.3) are equivalent. However, the associated 
control problems of type (P) will in aeneral have different optimal 
trajectories. 
Define the reachable set ;~ by 
~:= ~6wn'~[-h,o]: there is a trajectory x 
satisfying• (2.1)-(2.3) with xt1= ~ } 
Observe that 
~=~+ ~1 ' 
for ~ defined as in assumption (c) of Theorem 1. Hence 
iff int ~=~. Then the followin~ proposition holds: 
Proposition: ~ :  there is o#i~ wn'1~-h,o] s.t. (o,i) 
are Laaranue multipliers satisfying (1.6) 
is norm-dense in the norm-boundary of ~ . 
int~=~ 
Proof: The assertion (1.6) for 1 =o can be rewritten as 
O 
l(x(V) tl-X(vO)tl)~O f.a. v 6 ~, 
where x(v) is the trajectory of (2.1) with initial condition (2.2) 
corresponding to v. 
Thus (O,i) satisfies (1.6) iff 1 is a suDDort functional to 
w ~ in ~I : Since ~ is a convex and weakly* closed subset of W n [-h,e], 
the proposition follows by [lo, Theorem I]. 
[] 
Remark 9: [4, Satz 4.7] elves an explicit characterization of those 
final states ~I for which there are non-trivial La~ranqe multipliers 
(o,i) • R+x  '2 [4,0]. 
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The proposition shows that one can obtain the existence of 
o@leWn'1[-h,o] such that (O,I) are Laaran~e multipliers after a 
slight perturbation of ~I in the boundary of ~. 
If int R#0, then for a l~ ~1 in the boundary___.~of ~ there are non- 
trivial Laqranae multipliers (o,l)E ~+x(~'~|-h,oJ) -. In the follow- 
ing we exclude this abnormal case and restrict our attention to the 
case where ~I 6 int ~. First, we Drove the followin~ simple, but 
important 
Lemma I: SUDDOSe that ~o ~ is reached with x ° and 
reached regularly with x~ Then for all o ~ E e 1, 
~E :=(I- E) ~o+E~1&~ is reached remularly with 
x E :=(1-£)x°+~x I. 
q~le R is 
Proof: x £ is a trajectory satisfyin~ (2.1)-(2.3), since ~ is 
E = ~ £ . convex and the system equation is linear. Obviously, Xtl 
By regularity of x I there is I > o s.t. 
~(t)-L(t)x~ 6 int& cob(n) , a.e. t • ~l-h,tl]. 
This shows regularity of x E 
Since x°(t)-L(t)x~ ~ cob(fl) 
for o ~ E -~ I: 
o (1-£) (x (t) -L (t) xt) + E(x I (t)-L(t)xl t) 
int E6 cob(A) a.e. t ~ [tl-h,tl]- 
+ 





(i) int~ ~ iff intcob(fL)#6 ; 
If ~I ~ int~ , then ~I is regularly reachable; 
If ~I & int~ , then 
{x & cn[to-h,tl] : x is a regular trajectory satisfying 
(2.1)-(2.4) 1 
is open and dense in 
~x&cn[to-h,tl] : x satisfies (2.1) -(2.4)}. 
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Proof: ad[i) : Suppose that there is y~ intcob(~). Then there is 
o v e ~ s.t. y=b(v°(t)), a.e.t ~ T. We claim that the corresponding 
trajectory x 0 satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) is in int ~. 
We have 
xe (t) -L (t) x t = yg intcob(/~) a.e.t ~T. 
Thus there are ~mo and a neighbourhood U of x °& L=(T) s.t. for 
all x with IIx-x°II~ • ~ and all z ~U 
z(t)-L(t)x t ~ cob(/~) a.e.t ~T. 
The set Z defined by 
Z: = {~wn'~[-h,o]: ~=Xtl for a x ecn[to-h,tl] with 
I'x-x°~L < ~ ' xt = %' x~u 
o 
forms a neighbourhood of ~I e wn'~[-h'°]" Furthermore, all elements 
of Z are reached by trajectories satisfying (2.1)-(2.3). Thus Z~. 
Conversely, let ~lere be a neighbourhood Z of ~I with Z ~ ~, and 
assume that intcob(~)=~. Then there are e gR n and c o g R s.t. 
ye=c for all Y6 cob(/q). Without loss of generality, we may assume o 
that 
( ~l(S)+ ~ ~(T+tl)e dz, s~ [-h,o])~ Z 
-r 
for all ~ Ll[tl-h,tl] with II~, ~ I. 
Invoking a strong version of Lusin's theorem [12, Theorem 1.5.26(2)], 
we find that there is a subset N of [tl-h,tl] of positive measure 
s.t. ~I (t-tl) and L(t)x t are for all trajectories x of (2.1)-(2.3) 
continuous functions of t on N. 
For ~ LI(N) with II~ I~ ~ I define 
0{(t) :=o, te[tl-h,t~] ~ N. 
Then there are (x~,v ~) satisfying (2.1)-(2.3) with 
~I (t-tl) + ~((t)e = x~(t) = L(t)x t + b(v~(t)), t£ N. 
Scalar product with e in R n yields 
o((t)ee = [L (t)~ t - ~I (t-tl)] e+b(v~(t))e 
w _ #I (t-tl)] e + c . = [L (t) xt o 
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Since the right hand side is continuQus Qn N, ee~o is a constant, 
I and ~ is an arbitrary element of L~ (N), this is a contradiction 
proving (i). 
ad(ii) Let ~I ~ int ~ be reached with x O. 
We have to show that there is a trajectory reaching ~I regularly. 
By (i) there is y6 int~ cob(/~) for a ~ • o. Then there is vi£ 
s.t. y=b(v1(t)). The corresponding trajectory x I satisfying (2.1) 
and (2.2) is regular. Application of Lemma I with ~o =~, ~#I =xt11 
yields that the set of regularly reachable ~ is dense in int ~. 
Thus for ~I 6 int ~ there is ~6wn'~h,o] s.t. 
~1 +~ is regularly reachable, say with x I , 
~I- ~ is reachable, say with x 2. 
1 1.1 2 Then, by Lemma I again, ~I is reached regularly with ~x +~x , and 
(ii) is proven. 
ad(iii) By (ii) there is x I reaching 71 regularly. Suppose 
that x ° is any trajectory reaching ~I" Then apply Lemma I with 
~o:=~I:= ~1 in order to see density. Openness is clear. [] 
Remark Io: Using Remark 8, one can deduce one direction in (i) 
from well-known results in the theory of unconstrained hereditary 
systems with ordinary controls. Let A be the affine subspace of 
R n spanned by cob(-rl) . If int~ ~, the system 
x(t) = L(t)x t + u(t) a.e.t~T 
= ~D" xt o 
where the controls u take values in A, reaches each element of 
wn'~h,o]. For unconstrained linear hereditary systems, complete 
reachability of Wn'P~h,oj, I &p<~, implies that the dimension of 
the control space is not less than the dimension of the phase space 
(cf.e.g. [7, Proposition 4.3]). This can easily be seen to remain true 
for systems with control values in an affine subspace of R n and 
p=~. Thus A=R n. Since the interior of the convex set cob(Jl) in 
A is non-empty, it follows that intcob(~) ~ ~. 
Remark 11: [4] contains an example of a non-linear system, where 
all trajectories reaching a certain final state ~I are regular. 
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Remark 12: SUPPOSe that~contains at least n + I Doints. Then the 
condition intco b (~) ~ ~ is~aenericallv satisfied for b in the 
Banach space of continuous functions defined on ~ with values in 
R n i.e. the set of functions b satisfyln~ this condition is 
open and dense. It does not DresupDose a relation between the 
number m of control inputs and the dimension n of the phase space. 
Consider e.G. a n-dimensional system with scalar control where 
n 
Then intco b (~) # ~ and the assertions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3 aPPly. 
Only if we restrict ourselves to the non-Generic class of linear 
functions b:~ )R n, the condition m~ n becomes necessary aaain 
for regularity. 
Theorem 3(iii) showsthat reaularity is a aeneric oronerty of trajec- 
tories reachinq an element in the interior of ~. Though it is 
very difficult to decide in a particular optimal control problem, 
whether the (unknown) optimal trajectory is regular, we find that 
"almost all" trajectories are reqular. Thus use of the necessary 
optimality condition in the maximum principle appears to be 
reasonable. 
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